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In the last market sessions, the surge in BTCUSD has led to a short-term market rally, with many altcoins up by 5%-10%. The overall crypto market
capitalisation is back to the $2 trillion level after BTC upside momentum added $100Bn in just a matter of hours.
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Bitcoin (BTC) 
Bitcoin recovered its bullish momentum this morning after
bulls took the price back to the $44K level. At the time of
this report, BTCUSD has added 4.30% and it is officially
continuing its up-channel oscillation. Short-term
technicals are flashing the retest of the $45K-$48K
resistance zones. The continuation of the trend will be
confirmed if today's candle closes with a "bullish
engulfing pattern". 

By closing above the $44K level, BTC would have also
officially retested the 50SMA as a support, which can be
taken as another confirmation for the bullish thesis. If
price action closes above the $45K supply zone, BTC
would have also transformed the 100SMA from a
resistance to support, which can potentially fuel long-term
bullish positions. 
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Etherem (ETHUSD)
Ethereum encountered the support level at $2800
and succeed at bouncing strongly off this demand
level. Following 3 days in consolidation, ETHUSD is
now heading towards the $3300-$3500 resistance
zone.  Looking at today's daily candle, it is clear 
 there is potential buying power on this pair. For the
bullish momentum to sustain, ETHUSD must close
above the 50SMA dynamic support level. 
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In our previous analysis, we projected that Binance
Coin was ready to stage a substantial move as the
coin officially broke out an accumulation range. So far,
BNBUSD managed to surge to and beyond the $420
level. Bulls are now driving the price back to the $440
resistance level for the first time since the market-wide
correction started. 

Similar to other protocols, BNBUSD is now
encountering the 50SMA. If the price action does not
retrace heavily from this point, bulls would have
confirmed its dominance and the price could head
toward the desired targets. 
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Cardano (ADA) Cardano remains calm in turbulent waters. Price has not yet
broken the $1.30 which makes traders remain cautious on
any unrealistic projection from this point. ADAUSD has not
witnessed any major surges and the next obstacle remains
the 50SMA on the daily timeframe.

As communicated in previous analysis, Cardano saw an
influx of bulls around the $1 area and some analysts believe
traders are still accumulating a significant amount of liquidity
around the historical demand zone. The asset is struggling
to lift prices higher, nonetheless, the shift in momentum in
BTC and ETH might provide incentive for bulls to place long
positions on this asset. If the token’s price gains substantial
buying pressure, the next targets will be the $1.40 and 
 $1.60 zones. 
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Solana's price is developing a bullish engulfing
candlestick pattern on the daily timeframe providing
confirmation for a bullish reversal setup. The most recent
retest of the $90 support has provided a fresh surge in
the price of Solana. Currently, SOLUSD is trading
towards the next target at $120. A closure above the
$120 supply zone (which also converges with critical
SMAs) could signal an end to the current downtrend. 

Solana is on our radar not only due to technical indicators
but also due to strong fundamentals this year, as the
project enters the metaverse. "Solice" will allow the
integration of virtual reality (VR) within the Solana
protocol providing motivation for investors to target new
highs.  
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XRP The eighth-largest coin by market capitalisation, XRP,
has remained within a consolidation in the last few
days, without any major surge in its price. XRP price is
still at risk of a significant capitulation move as it is
currently testing the 50SMA and the 100SMA in the
daily timeframe. 

The lack of volatility within this pair in the last few
hours is still a testament to XRP's weakness. Any
rejection of the 100SMA and the 50SMA could weigh
heavily on any short-term and medium-term outlook.
For the pair to retest fresh highs, the $0.90 resistance
area must be broken successfully. 
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